Common Errors Mariners Make When Submitting Form CG-719K

1. No response to medication section (Section III, Page 4)

2. YES or NO response not provided for each condition listed (Section IV, Page 5)

3. Incomplete details (date of diagnosis/resolution) of conditions identified (Section IV, Page 5)

4. Missing uncorrected vision (Section V(a), Page 6)

5. Uncorrected vision tests with corrective lenses (Section V(a), Page 6)

6. Missing field of vision (Section V(a), Page 6)

7. Inappropriate color vision testing method, number of errors omitted or determination not indicated (Section V(b), Page 6)

8. Hearing not marked as normal, abnormal or hearing aid required (Section VI, Page 6)

9. Missing pulse rate, blood pressure or repeat blood pressure (if needed) (Section VII(a), Page 7)

10. NORMAL or ABNORMAL response not provided for each system/organ identified (Section VII(b), Page 7)

11. No comment for ABNORMAL system/organ (Section VII(b), Page 7)

12. Recommended Competent, Not Recommended Competent or Needing Further Review not checked (Section XI, Page 9)

13. Provider failed to sign/date the form and/or provide license number (Section IX, Page 9)